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Unity Unity implies that all details and facts in the report are clearly relevant to the main point under
discussion. The balancing is applied in the topological order and selects the minimum delay
tree-decomposition of each multi-input AND-gate. Sentences, paragraphs and groups of paragraphs
holdtogether by means of appropriate transitional devices which a writer uses in the composition. It will be
addressed in the future work by developing efficient latch-minimization and area-recovery techniques based
on the notion of sequential slack. In conclusion, atechnical writer should guard himself against being
misunderstood. It also includes the evaluation of ideas, facts, or statements to be included in the development
of the report. Technical writing uses certain complex writing techniques. Since nearly every business in every
industry imaginable has at least an occasional need to bring technical information to its users and customers,
technical writing is found in nearly every business, government agency, and non-profit organization.
Emphasize the highlights of your work, cut out irrelevant comments,immaterial excursions and meaningless
statements. Creates node boundaries in this AIG and collapses the intermediate logic to form larger nodes. An
effective report is one that is published and refined to its perfection. When appropriate to the material,
numbers and dimensions are numerous, are usually in Arabic form and areexact rather than rounded to the
nearest whole number. Knowledge Knowledge which is more than a collection of data, involves interpretation
and the formulation of conclusions. Qualities of a technical paper 1. In our experience, these commands do not
perform as well as AIG rewriting when it comes to reducing both the number of nodes area and the number of
logic levels delay. Logic The process of showing the relations among groups of things and classes of group is
logic. Sweep cannot be applied to an AIG because an AIG is structurally hashed and therefore does not have
buffers, inverters, and unpropagated constant nodes. The organization and presentation of the information thus
gathered so that it will be clear and meaningful tothe intended readers. The simplest sequential transformation
is retiming. In other cases, engineers, developers, project managers, and others involved in the creation of a
product will be called upon to create user documentation and training materials for the product they are
developing. The final product of this three stage process is a technical report. Detects and merges sequentially
equivalent registers. Without intelligent interpretation, data will remain useless. The best evidence is that
which is 1 most ample 2 most pertinent 3 most simple 4 most in harmony with the rest of available evidence.
They interview experts, collaborate with designers and production staff, participate in product testing and
development, and manage large projects. In many cases, technical writers are moving into these roles as well.
Since nearly every business in every industry imaginable has at least an occasional need to bring technical
information to its users and customers, technical writing is found in nearly every business, governmental, and
non-profit arena. The latches are optimally shared across the fanout stems when the circuit is transformed from
the sequential AIG into a logic network. Your report must then be clean, free from typographical errors and
erasures. Proper documentation must be used.

